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About the Cover!
This photo was taken on an ADV ride to Death Valley
Photo contributed by Bo Cubberley

Newsletter Submissions (Keep 'em coming!)
Need – This is your newsletter South Coasters, content is by and from you. We
need Cover Photos, Ride Articles by Ride Leaders and any story or article that
would be of interest to membership. This can include product review, you own ride
story, or? Get creative! Thanks!

Schedule – Newsletters are published as close to the 1st of each month as humanly
possible. Please submit content by the 25th of the previous month to give the editor
sufficient time to compile the issue.

Formats – It would be best if written content were submitted in an editable word
processing format (.doc, .txt, .rtf, etc.), by e-mail will work just fine. Photographs
should be in .jpg format and less than 500 Kb in size. Thank you - Editor

Where to – E-mail submissions as attachments to editor@scbmwrc.com
Suggestions – Suggestion comments are greatly appreciated, particularly from
contributors!
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2016/2017 BOARD OFFICERS
PRESIDENT: Brandon Wilson

VICE PRESIDENT: Chris Roady

TREASURER: Danny Wassenaar

SECRETARY: John Crittenden

BOARD MEMBER: Karl Wagner

BOARD MEMBER: Jesse Vaca

BOARD MEMBER: Roberto Giraldes

BOARD MEMBER: Ron Zablocki
BOARD MEMBER: Open
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COMMITTEE CHAIRS

WEBMASTER: Rick Catarineu

NEWSLETTER: Karl Wagner

MEMBERSHIP: Chris Roady

FACEBOOK: Bill Reitz

MILEAGE CONTEST: Bob Wetzel

From the editor…..
Thank you to all who contributed articles this month, it was like an early Christmas as they all
were emailed in and kept popping up in my Gmail account. It was a very fun month for riding
here in So Cal. Please keep the ride articles and general interest articles coming!
Merry Christmas everyone!
Please send your ride photos and write-ups to editor@scbmwrc.com
Karl
2018/2019 Newsletter Editor
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Brandon Wilson
Hello South Coasters!
As I reflect on the month of November, a great day ride held by Jessie to Borrego Springs and a
humble but fun adventure to Pinnacles, I am proud to be part of such a great organization,
surrounded by friends, family and those who share the love of the two-wheel beasties. We have
much to be thankful for, especially for BMW turning out new 1250 engines! Who dares to ask
Santa for a new 1250 GS under the tree this year?
Please join me in thanking the Tripp’s for hosting our Christmas holiday celebration (2nd in a row)
this year and I look forward to seeing everyone there. Don’t forget to wear your best holiday
sweater!
Make it a great December and Merry Christmas.
Don’t forget to check out the calendar for January and February fun to come!
Wheels down, Cheers!
Brandon

2018/2019 President
Brandon Wilson
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South Coaster Ladies Luncheon
November 3, 2018

We had a very fine
SCBMWC Ladies Luncheon
on November 3rd. Diane
Wetzel, Elaine Wassenaar,
Joni Omlor and I had a tasty
Mediterranean meal at Panini
Cafe in Irvine. Thank you for
your excellent camaraderie! Hoping we can lasso
several more ladies for the
next luncheon which will be
in February 2019. Details to
be announced.
Beth Crittenden
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Pinnacles National Park Ride & Camp
November 9-11, 2018
By: Brandon Wilson
All good ideas start with the best of intentions. It was that my original plan for a November
adventure at the coast in Big Sur was radically derailed. Sadly, I learned that Big Sur takes
reservations one year in advance. So, we had little option for anything large enough thinking we
could have up to 20 campers.
As I began a replacement site search, I was really trying to keep away from Pinnacles since it has
been a repeat the past two years. Although it was done multiple times, it was a ton of fun each
time. So, with no better available option I made the reservation and it was a trip that made
memories, some more than for others. The ride out for day one was a total of 281.92 miles from
Panera Bread. Dan, Jacob and I made the trip most of the way together, but Jacob had a cool
detour he has always wanted to do while Dan and I continued to Pinnacles via the original route
plan.

Dan was going to hotel for the trip in King City while Jacob, Chuck, Tony T. and I braved the camp
site without a campfire. Like last year and with the ‘camp’ fire just breaking out in Northern
California, it was clearly the smart move to have a burn ban, but it made for a VERY chilly night.
We enjoyed many visits from wildlife on our trip this year. Racoons, a grey fox and many deer were
friends on both nights. We survived until about 8:30pm before it was time to call it a night and we
were all looking for the warmth of our sleeping arrangements. All except one has a warm night.
While we were setting up camp, Tony T was setting up his camp for the first time. It was his first8

time camping and
we were quite
impressed with his
setup! Proper
camping cot,
mattress, tent.
However, it did get
quite cold and I will
let Tony share his
perspective of the
first camping
experience. Ice
was forming on the
water bottles left on
the table overnight
if that gives you an
idea.
Before turning in for the night, we
did manage to snap these pictures
of a grey fox who was quite
interesting in something living in
the ground near my tent and a few
pictures of the setup before the
sun left us.
Visitors in our camp the next
morning
Somehow the cell service for TMobile works in the national park,
so the next morning I was already
scheming on how to find a portable
propane heater to survive the next
night. If I can’t have a fire, I was
going to find a Mr. Heater product
that would keep us a bit toastier.
The Big 5 in Hollister looked
promising as having a portable
propane Mr. Heater ‘buddy’ which
runs off the green propane bottles.
We had good intentions of leaving
early however, did not make it to
Hollister until after 10 and meeting
up with Dan at the camp before
shoving off. Dan decided to take
his own route while Jacob, Chuck
and I headed to Nacimiento9

Fergusson Road (NFR) via US1.
A quick bite for lunch in Big Sur, we were excited to finally be off US1 and enjoying the quick incline
of the twisty NFR.
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We did manage to make it back to the camp before dark, and were looking for many ways to stay
warm, which I did manage to help the situation a bit. Let me introduce you to Mr. Heater ‘buddy’ 😊

The next morning was rather cold; I think the coldest of the two nights camping. The bikes were
registering with the snowflake and managed to capture the temp at a balmy 29 degrees at 9 am.
All of us were quite happy to be back on the bikes and
enjoying the heated gear without hesitation! Chuck and
Jacob made their way out first, while I managed to break
my dry bag delaying meeting up with Dan for the trip home.
Most of us wanted to be home earlier so it was a quick
bomb down I-5 for Dan and I while Jacob and Chuck
reversed my route up and enjoyed the 33 and the roads
through to Frasier Park. Thank you for those who made the
trip and I am looking forward to the adventures to come.
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Carrizo Plain National Monument Detour
November 9, 2018
By: Jacob Furgatch
For a couple of years I have eyeing an area in central California
called the Carrizo Plain National Monument. It lies somewhere
north of the boonies, south of the sticks, just west of nowhere, and
bounded on the east by a little geological thing called the San
Andreas Fault. It also happens to be sort of on the way to
Pinnacles National Park so when I signed up for the November club
campout to Pinnacles I figured it was a good chance for me to
check it out. If anyone has ever heard of the place it usually is for
the spring wildflowers following any good winter rain. This would
be an opportunity to scout the area for a future outing when the
flowers are out. Slicing north to south through the monument is 43
miles of road with about 25 miles of it gravel. According to a web
search the road is easily passable unless there is rain. The club route Brandon had planned would
take us north off the 5 freeway starting in Frasier Park and connecting to Hwy 33. This a fantastic
stretch of road that I have done twice in the past. As the road intersects with 33 the group planned
to turn east and continue on the main highway. Just past that intersection Soda Lake Rd. starts and
heads north. That would be my turn to leave the group and head into unchartered territory. When
planning my route I searched the area and found that from Frasier Park to Paso Robles would be
143 miles with no gas stops available.
When we got to Frasier Park on Friday morning I topped off my gas and reminded Brandon that if I
felt up to it I would leaving the group at Soda Lake Rd. We then left and enjoyed 42 miles of Mil
Potrero/Hudson Ranch Rd./ Hwy 95. As we turned right on Hwy 33 Brandon waved me to the front
and after only a couple hundred yards there was Soda Lake Rd. I was feeling good and decided to
take the turn, waved goodbye and headed north. I immediately encountered a pothole rutted narrow
road and thought to myself as I dodged the craters, “this is going to be a long 43 miles”. Thankfully
after only about 1 mile I crossed a cattle guard and into the national monument area and found the
potholes had all been filled in and the road now was fairly smooth. The road was a series of
undulating curves as it made a slight rise to the actual plain. A few more miles in and the gravel
started. The gravel portions turned out to be in excellent shape. More hard pack with some slight
wash boarded areas, sand here and there but always just on the sides. I had the entire road to
myself and stuck to the center most of time. Not in any rush, and not wanting to drop my bike out
on my own, I kept it in 3rd or 4th gear and held a speed of 30-50 mph. If you like desolate and wideopen spaces like I do, then this is your kind of country. The road basically splits the flat plain with
mountains to the left and right. The sky was clear, no wind, and the temp was 76 degrees. Over the
entire 43 mile stretch I only saw two ranchers in their pickup trucks rolling slowly past me heading
south. The road gets so little traffic and is so well packed there is virtually no dust cloud kicked up.
I stopped midway at an abandoned ranch to read some information on a board about the area. It
was there that I encountered the cleanest, most pristine concrete pit toilet building I have ever seen.
It was so clean it was almost bizarre and in the middle of nowhere! Whenever I stopped it was dead
silence. Not a gust of wind, not even a faint noise of a distant airplane. Just pure isolation. A couple
of times I stopped in the middle of the road and did a long slow head scan with visor up and the
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engine off. As I approached the northern end of the monument a mirage of a giant snow-covered
area appeared. This is Soda Lake for which the road is named. It is the largest natural alkaline lake
left in California and a major bird migration point. Not far past that the pavement picked up and so
did my speed. Feeling a bit more confident I flew down the last miles until the road ends where it
intersects Hwy 58. A left turn led me to a long stretch of freshly paved roadway of sweeping turns
as the road climbed out of the plain and off to Paso Robles. The pavement was so new I encountered
two Caltrans flag stops because they were painting the road lines. 143 miles and 2 and ½ hours
after Frasier Park I found myself having lunch in Paso Robles.
There are two dry campgrounds in the park, and several side roads that can be explored. If we
have a good rain this winter I will publish an outing for those who would be interested in a
campout. If the flower bloom is exceptional, I will probably go during the week to avoid any
crowds. Here is the one and only picture I stopped to take, along with a file photo taken by
someone else two years ago that shows just how amazing the flowers can be. If you want to see
more, you will just have to experience it for yourself. Photos do not do it justice!
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Julian / Anza Borrego Adventure
Rally
November 8-11, 2018
By: Karl Wagner
Take just over 250 adventure motorcycle riders, put
them out in the desert at a nice RV Campground in
RV’s and some tents, feed them good food, provide
great weather and have the entire Anza Borrego
State Park and surrounding Laguna Mountains as a
playground, and you have a great recipe for a very
fun weekend!
Adam Ray and Roberto Gerald’s first pinged
me several months about the idea of
participating as a team at this event called an
Adventure Rally. So, looking for new
adventures I gave a thumbs up. Adam took
care of the entry for the rally, I made the
campground reservations and we were set.

David Diaz, Bo Cubberley, Danny Wassenaar,
Andrew Phillips and Andre Pierre Frey as well as
a few others from the Irv Seavers family came, but
I could not get all the names.
The teams were loosely formed, Adam and I
formed a team of two, unfortunately Roberto had to pull out of the weekend. I believe Bo and
Danny formed another team along with Andre. David Diaz and Andrew stayed mostly on the street
so as to not scratch Andrews new R1200GS. :0
It was a beautiful Friday my first day of riding, teams had been riding since Wednesday in the
informal “game” set by the organizers. Each team obtained points by riding to set locations,
natural formations, manmade locations, and such, from Tecate to Mt. Palomar and the Salton
Sea. It was mostly for the fun of it, though a handful of teams really took it seriously.
So, after a nice big breakfast Friday morning, about 9:am (important to note departure time), Adam
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and I met up with Danny and Bo to see what they wanted to ride that day. It is still a bit of a
question as to how we landed on our Friday, somewhat because it included points of interest and a
route we all wanted to see, and most if not all of us had not ridden the main part of the route, (note
risk number 1!)
We looked over the map, noted the points of interest we were going to go by and collect points,
sure one or two had black diamonds by them, but heck all the more interesting, (note risk number
2!)
We finished packing our gear and meeting up at the entrance to the RV park. Then headed a
short distance down the pavement to our launching point on our trail heading East. As we rode the
first few miles we encountered a fair amount of sand in the wash we were heading up. After
stopping the third or fourth time in the sand, Adam pulled up his face shield and said something to
the effect of, “this sand is pretty tough, sure hope it is not all like this……”, and I said, “nah,
couldn’t all be like this”….. (note the final risk!)
I am unable to include all
the details but suffice it
to say we say some
amazing parts of the
Anza Borrego State
Park, took plenty of
“naps”, and got back to
camp long after dark….
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Borrego Springs Ride
04 November 2018
By Jesse Vaca

This ride started a week before the 4th of November when our illustrious president and new
member Chris Maples joined me to pre-ride. It was a very good day with no incidents except for a
couple of motorcyclists that went off roading on Montezuma road heading into Borrego Springs. I’m
afraid the day did not end so good for those two. Luckily for us we did not have adventures like
they did.

The night before the actual ride on November 4th I was trying to enjoy some great music at
the Fox Theater in Riverside, when my phone started to blow up. There was some confusion about
La Unica and the time they opened. Most days they open at 11:00 but on Sundays they open at
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09:00. I guess there was concern about that and some worry that La Unica would not be open for
us. I tried to assure everyone that it would be open and even if it wasn’t there were a couple of
choices close by. Brandon helped calm people’s concerns by letting everyone know that we had
just had breakfast there a week earlier.

The morning of the ride was a nice day and I was not surprised to find that there were already
people waiting even though we got there a bit early. Luckily, La Unica, let us in early so we could
start getting situated. Breakfast was good although I was asked “who goes to a Mexican restaurant
for breakfast?” I actually do, frequently!

We had a pretty good-sized group so we decided to break up into smaller groups, of course it
didn’t really happen that way. We took some nice roads from Lake Elsinore to Fallbrook. These
roads were roads that fellow south coaster Tom White had shown a couple of us last year. I have
liked them a lot since then. There are some nice elevation changes and some nice turns in the
middle of declines. Many nice sweepers dark and light changes in lighting level.
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The ride from Fallbrook to Montezuma Road was a bit congested but pleasant. Montezuma
road is another of my favorites. A fun and slightly challenging ride.
Once we got into Borrego Springs we got ready for lunch at Kendall’s Cafe, lunch was served
very quickly but everyone seemed to enjoy. It also gave time for some of the group to window shop
in the little shopping area located near the cafe.

The ride from Borrego Springs was a good one mainly because we got another shot at Montezuma road, then off to Bill’s favorite Ice Cream shop. The group made it to Temecula and later
home safe and sound. I hope you all enjoyed the ride.
Now make your reservations for the Laughlin NV in January!

The Brain Trust
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Death Valley ADV Ride
November 16-20, 2018
By: Karl Wagner
Death Valley pavement rides have always been some
of my most enjoyable rides. From the first time I went
on a road ride led by Chris Roady a few years back
early in my RT ownership and I started stretching the
legs of that fine bike, to a week we spent with the
Jeep in the Winter of 2016 and scratched the surface
of the off-road expanse of DV, we found Death Valley
to have so many dimensions.
So, when Roberto Giraldes forwarded me a Facebook invite for a ride organized by Bo Cubberley
to ride our ADV bikes to, around and back from DV I was definitely interested. It was even more
enjoyable in that Roberto made this ride!
The plan was to stay at one location, Panamint Springs as our base camp/hotel and do day rides
from there. We ended up having nine bikes, one Jeep and a one day visiting Land Rover driven by
David and Karen Diaz. Additionally, on the bikes were Andre Pierre Frey, Gerald, Tony Tang,
Danny Wassenaar, Chad, and special returning guest Stephanie Townsend and Peter our Jeep
sweep, (sorry I missed all last names..).
During the three-day rides launched from Panamint Springs we road to Rhyolite ghost town and
Titus Canyon on day one, Cerro Gordo mine/town on day two and Ballarat ghost town / World
Beater mine on day three. I truly wish I had time to fully describe how much fun this trip was and
how much comradery is developed on the
off-road trail riding with a group of good
people as well as breaking bread and
telling stories around the campfire. But
alas, my words would fall far short, are my
time is too few to share it all. But I will
share one day.
Day two were fresh off day one’s ride
through beautiful Titus Canyon which was
amazing and without mishap of bike or rider
failure. As we headed out West from
Panamint Springs the morning of day two,
we enjoyed the fine pavement and road
design up the grade to Father Crowley
Overlook. All smiles at the overlook proved
everyone enjoyed the short pavement wake
up spin.
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Continuing heading West from there we soon found our
departure point from pavement, aired our tires down, don’t
forget to pack back up valve stems everyone 😊, and we rode
off North toward our trail to Cerro Gordo mine. The first 10 or
so miles were flat graded confidence building dirt road.
David Diaz took the opportunity to take action shots of clean flat
dirt road riding. Good form, fresh faces, and all good!
As we hit the base of the mountain from our westerly approach
things began to change slightly. The grade raised a bit, rain
runoff exposed more rocks and gravel and the road became a
bit narrower. This is a much of an increase in mental challenge
as an increase in physical challenge, and most of us were
challenged substantially…….
One of the quotes I like related to Teamwork is, “Individual commitment to a group effort, that is
what makes a team work!” We needed to get nine bikes up that mountain to the mine and it took a
team at times to get around, over and under obstacles…… and yes pick up bikes……
Suffice it to say we came out of that mountain more of a team and better riders than when we went
in!
We did make it up the mountain and to the Cerro Gordo
mine. It is an operating historic mine with several
buildings on site. There is a full-time caretaker for the
property who was very gracious to allow us to break for
lunch and spend some time there.
All in all, this was great experience. We came out better
riders, better riders and a better team!
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Welcome New South Coaster

Martin Barrett
My first bike was a 1985 Honda 80 Elite scooter.
My second bike was a 1998 Harley Davidson Road King Classic. I'm now riding a 2004 BMW
r1150r rockster. I'm currently in the market for another BMW, I just haven't made my mind up on a
touring or a sport touring bike.
Hesperia to Laughlin is my longest one-day trip that's about 220 miles, but I use my bike for my
daily driver which due to where I live and where I work (which is somewhere different every other
day) I can put on 700 to 1100 hundred miles a week.
The only class I've had is the rider training course but I've been looking to take some Advanced
Rider classes.
I don't have a favorite bike I love them all but my personality didn't fit the Harley-Davidson lifestyle
(lol I'm not a black leather kind of person). The beauty comfort engineering of the BMW has always
appealed to me and 5 months ago I pulled the trigger "by accident" and purchased one. Now I'm
hooked.
My beautiful wife Mrs. Terry does ride, she has a Harley-Davidson 883 Sportster which I will remedy as soon as she recovers from knee replacement surgery.
What do I hope to gain or get from joining this club?? Really it's camaraderie with like-minded people who enjoy riding but don't want to act like a gang, that's just not me. I bought my Harley's from
a friend who is a Hells Angel and I have a lot of friends including 2 brothers who are Outlaw Bikers,
but like I said before that's just not me.
I'm a husband a father and a grandfather I don't have a criminal record and I don't want one.
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Welcome New South Coaster

Andrew Phillips
1.What was the first Motorcycle you rode/owned?
My first motorcycle was a Buell Blast. I can't remember the year. It was
perfect to learn how to ride on, because it was very easy to pick up off the parking lot surface...
2. How many years of riding experience do you have?
I rode dirt bikes off and on as a kid (also easy to pick up), but my real riding experience (that is, I
stopped popping the clutch and falling over) began about 17 years ago.
3. Does your significant other ride with you?
She actually has her own M1 license, but she prefers to ride pillion. So, yes.
4. How many motorcycles have you owned?
Buell Blast, BMW F650 GS, BMW F800 GS, and as of last night, BMW R1200 GS.
5. How many cumulative miles have you amassed on motorcycles?
Do people keep a running log of this?
6. What has been your favorite Motorcycle to own/ride?
All of them! They each have their strengths. The 1200 is new to me, but the power is just amazing.
The 800 was incredibly "flickable" and I had no problem scraping pegs on Glendora Mtn Road. The
650 performed beautifully in the dirt, almost like a dirt bike. And the Buell will always have a place
in my heart. I've also ridden my father's bikes - an assortment of Harleys and BMWs.
7. What Motorcycle brand/model are you currently riding?
Last night, I purchased a 2018 R1200 GS in the Rallye colors from Irv Seaver. (Thanks Devin!) I
will probably put the 800 GS for sale soon.
8. What is the most miles you have ridden in a 24 hour time period?
Just over 1,000. When I was 18, I rode a SaddleSore 1000 ride with my father. I'm looking for a
partner to do one again.
9. Do you have a favorite route/trip that you have taken? If so, what is the route?
Every year for the past 12 or so, my father and uncle (and lately, a group of ~10 others) ride up to
Coos Bay, OR to visit some family of ours. The route is variations of: SoCal>NoCal>Coos
Bay>Central Point, OR>Carson City>SoCal. Generally, the trip takes 6 days and covers 2,500
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miles - most of which are backroads. I've done this ride twice, and it is by far my favorite.
10. What “motorcycle courses” have you taken in the past 5 years?
In the past 5 years, none. I'm hoping to do a Rawhyde class soon.
11. What are your expectations from the club as a new club member?
I expect to be fed, watered, loved, clothed and entertained at all times... Honestly, I just want to
ride.
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Review of Scenic Phone App for Navigation on iPhones
By: Jacob Furgatch
When I bought my 2008 GS two years ago it came with a Garmin 550 device. After many frustrating hours spent trying to get it to do anything to make it worth using, I decided to instead seek out
a good navigation app to use on my phone. I figured how hard could it be? I use Google maps on
my phone all the time in the car. Surely there must be numerous excellent apps out there for motorcycles for the phone. Little did I know I would waste an equal number of hours looking for the
perfect app. And while I didn’t find the perfect one, I think I did find one that gives me almost everything I was looking for. It is called Scenic. Here is a description of my experience:
Loading a route – It has a super simple process for getting a route onto your phone. Just logon to
the website and then drag and drop a gpx (or another format) file into a box on the screen. Within
a few seconds it appears on the list on your phone.
Display - The display is excellent. The color selection works well especially for riding and viewing
through a tinted visor or sunglasses. Some apps have the problem of washing out the colors in
those situations. The basic route view gives the perspective of the road going off into the distance
and on a tilt as if there is a horizon. This feels very natural and makes you look at what is immediately ahead of you, and less at what is in the distance. One of its coolest features is when you are
on a twisty road, and it senses that you are leaning your bike, the view zooms in and flattens out to
give you a more focused view of what is ahead. Once you stand the bike up it zooms back out and
tilts.
Starting a route – When you are ready to use the app you select the route from your list. It displays it and then asks you if it looks correct. It allows you to make changes, but on the two times I
used it no changes were needed. In the next step it compresses any extra waypoints that may
have been in the uploaded file. I like this feature because it minimizes the number of times it
needs to give you instructions during ride. The next step is where it asks you if you want to use
“credits” or sign up for a subscription. A lot of “free” apps only give you a watered-down version,
and if you want to experience the entire app you must sign up for an annual or even multi-year
subscription. If you buy it and you don’t like it, you are stuck. Scenic gives you two options. Either
buy “credits” or a subscription. When you first load the app it automatically gives you 20 credits for
free. It also gives you all of the app’s capabilities. It costs one credit to run a route, and a second
credit if you want it to talk to you for turns. You can buy more for $2.99 - $19.99 for between 5 and
50 credits. A forever membership costs $74.99. I like this choice, so you can decide if you want to
pay as you go or buy a subscription. Once past that hit go and you are off.
During the ride – As mentioned above, the display is excellent. If there is one thing I have encountered that I didn’t like it is that the app does not give you street or highway names. It does however
give you very good advance notice, something other apps don’t. It tells you when you are about a
mile out, 1,000 feet, and then 250 feet from a turn. You hear a couple of soft bell sounds and then
the announcement. Another feature I like is if you miss a turn or just chose to ignore the planned
route, it gives you a series of audible bells, and then stops talking or making sounds. I like this feature over other apps that will start telling you, “go back”, “make a U-turn” or try and send you in a
series of right or left turns to get you back on course. If you chose to return to the planned route it
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just picks up where you left off. At the end the route it gives you a summary of the ride with a map,
distance, speed, and graphical display of the speed against the map. You can elect to save or delete it.
I plan on trying out other features, using up my free credits, and then decide whether to buy credits
or a subscription. I have not yet planned a route using the app. For the two times I used it I made
the routes using the free version of MyRouteApp and exported a gpx file. I did one trial run near
my house for a few miles. The second run took me from Frazier Park to Paso Robles (see my
other article in this newsletter). It worked flawlessly. And then on the way home from that trip I
took the same route and got to see what it is like to ride the same road with the app, and then two
days later without. It was a huge difference! When using the app, the ability to view turns in advance, and the zoom in feature made me a much more relaxed and confident rider in the hilly
sharp turns.
Before Scenic I tried MyRouteApp-Navigation, Rever, Sygic, GPS Tracks, and Google Earth. Scenic is obviously a navigation app designed for motorcycles, by motorcyclists. It even has a feature
when planning routes where you select the level of curviness that you want. How cool is that!
Can’t wait to try it.
The software app can be downloaded at www.motomappers.com and the web login to download
routes is at www.scenic.space
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December 1

South Coaster Member Christmas Party

December 8

Ride to Live Course – Hawthorne PD

December 15

Irv Seaver BMW Customer Appreciation Christmas Party

January 5

General Meeting – Irv Seavers

January 18-20

Laughlin Ride

Check the website for details on the above events
. www.SCBMWRC.com
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Jim Foreman
Director of Marketing

Irv Seaver Motorcycles (88125)
714-532-3700
310-923-6635 Direct
IrvSeaverBMW.com
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”

“Come Ride with Us”
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